
Hallicrafters SX-28A ‘Super Skyrider’ Receiver 

Introduction 

Around January 8, 1946, the Hallicrafters 
radio company manufactured Model SX-28A, 
Serial Number HA-30857 - just one in a very 
long production run of this remarkable 
communications receiver, the original SX-28 
being announced in July, 1940, with 
production commencing in August, 1940.  It 
has been estimated that around 16,850 SX-
28s and 10,300 SX-28As were manufactured 
over the 6 years of production (Henry Rogers 
on the Western Historic Radio Museum 
website – link below).  Some 65 years later, 
HA-30857 found itself in Ladysmith on 

Vancouver 
Island, BC, 
and not in 
the best of 
sorts, 
having 
been 
unused for 
several 
years and 
with many of its components having suffered the ravages of 
time, probably scores of well-intentioned re-alignments (many 
likely inexpertly performed) and less-than-ideal storage 
conditions.  Repair had been attempted by Bill West-Sells, a 
fellow CVRS1 member who resides on Vancouver Island and 
who has repaired/restored domestic receivers for decades, but 
who self-admittedly has little experience fixing 

communications receivers.  Bill reported to me that the set had been pulling in a couple of the 
strongest local stations on the Broadcast Band but was virtually ‘deaf’ on all the Shortwave 
bands, even after him changing-out several waxed paper capacitors and subbing some tubes.  Bill 
therefore recommended the set’s long-time owner contact someone with more experience in 
repairing communications receivers of this vintage for help.  After a few emails and a phone call, 
the set was eventually delivered to the author in Coquitlam, BC for electronic repairs and a 
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We hope you have enjoyed reading this article sample.  

Members of the Canadian Vintage Radio Society (CVRS) can download the 
entire article for free from the CVRS website at 
http://canadianvintageradio.com/articles/ 
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